VERMONT ECONOMIC OUTLOOK








1

Looking at the U.S. economy, developments over the past month and the first two quarters
of calendar year 2013 were characterized by a generally strengthening private sector which
has been coping with an increasing amount of fiscal drag from sequestration and the recent
federal government shutdown—layered on top of the government sector that already was
in retrenchment even before sequestration.
o

The U.S economy gained 148,000 nonfarm jobs in September, including 126,000
jobs in the private sector, with the public sector adding an additional 22,000 jobs.

o

The unemployment rate in September fell 0.1 percentage points to 7.2%.

While still following a recovery trajectory, Real GDP growth has certainly been bogged
down in calendar year 2013 by both sequestration-related cuts and the federal shutdown in
the first half of October.
o

In addition to the effects of federal sequestration, the shutdown of the Federal
government during the first half of October is expected to also negatively influence
GDP growth. Estimates of the fiscal drag on growth range from 1.8% to 2.1% of
growth may be disintegrated by fiscal mismanagement at the federal level.

o

Add to that the latest with respect to the Middle East and the uneven European
recovery, and the fiscal issues dragging on the U.S. and Vermont economies will
likely continue over the next two to four fiscal quarters—with the attendant
restraining effect on the growth of revenues those factors suggest.

The State of Vermont itself continued to make modest recovery progress over the first nine
months of calendar year 2013, despite the uncertainty regarding the Federal fiscal policy
issues and the overall global economic slowdown—particularly in Europe and some parts
of Asia. Through August,1 the State has recovered roughly 12,800 of the 14,300 payroll
jobs lost during the last economic downturn—a rate of recapture of 89.5%—despite a
number of well publicized layoff announcements.
o

However, the character of the State’s labor market recovery continues to be
uneven, following an up-and-down pattern, and the State is not expected to
complete its labor market recovery until mid-calendar year 2014.

o

Repairs and restoration activity related to Tropical Storm Irene are also expected to
assist in providing some forward momentum continue through calendar year
2015—as storm recovery activity continues but tails off through the forecast
period.

Comparing the updated NEEP 2013 forecast to the forecast last Spring, the revised NEEP
outlook reflects a mixed bag—but with a small overall downgrade in the major macro
variables in the forecast.

Because of the federal government shutdown, August state-by-state job market data is the latest available.
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o



Improvement in the state’s unemployment rate will continue, but at a slower pace than both
the U.S. and New England regional economies over the forecast period. This reflects
Vermont’s significantly lower rate of unemployment to begin with, and the state’s
demographic profile.
o





The slight forecast downgrade includes: (1) additional near-term weakness due to
the uncertainties in U.S. fiscal policy and the macro effects of federal
sequestration2, and (2) an expectation that activity will solidify roughly six to nine
months out into the future. While this sounds like a replay of a familiar theme, 3
the forecast this time is based on more than expectations. This NEEP forecast
cycle there is real data that appear to support this expected near-term outlook
profile.

The average annual unemployment rate in Vermont is expected to drop by 0.5
percentage points over the calendar year 2013-2017 forecast period, settling in at
an average annual rate of 3.7% by calendar year 2017.

Positive job gains are expected in seven of eight of the state’s private sector NAICS
supersectors4 according to the Fall 2013 NEEP macro forecast revision. The government
NAICS supersector is not expected to add jobs overall over the forecast period, and the
manufacturing NAICS supersector is expected to be flat over the 2013-2017 forecast
period.
o

Among the notable gaining sectors are the construction sector (at a +4.3% annual
average over the calendar year 2013-2017 period) and the leisure and hospitality
sector (at a +2.9% annual average over the calendar year 2013-2017 period).
Although the construction sector is expected to actual post a small year-over-year
job decline in calendar year 2013 and be somewhat subdued versus the other New
England states (an artifact of the Irene recovery effort), the construction sector will
add jobs over the 2014-2017 time frame.

o

Other positive performances over the forecast period are also expected in the
professional and business services sector (at a +2.6% annual average over the
calendar year 2013-2017 period) and the education and health sector (at a +2.0%
annual average over the calendar year 2013-2017 period).

o

The government subsector is expected to contract by a -0.4% yearly average over
the forecast timeline. Most of the five year decline is expected to occur over the
rest of calendar year 2013 and in calendar year 2014.

The conference theme of this NEEP outlook update emphasizes the economic role of the
city of Boston in the New England region. The Boston-area economy is clearly a

2

It should be noted that the U.S. macro forecast did not include a significant federal shutdown or a default on
the U.S. debt as a result of negotiations to increase the federal debt ceiling. With the roughly two week
federal shutdown, it could be expected that fourth quarter 2013 economic performance statistics in this
forecast could be more positive than they will turn out to be in fact.
3
This has in fact been the “story” in the past two NEEP forecast revisions.
4

NAICS means North American Industry Classification System. Labor data reported by the Bureau of Labor Statistics is
classified by NAICS sector. Public and private reporting agencies follow this paradigm.
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significant regional economic driver, and the state of Vermont in fact shares several
significant links with the city and its surrounding metropolitan area.
o





The Vermont-Boston connection begins with Vermont being a very significant
contributor of some of the most rabid fans to “Red Sox Nation.” However, these
connections also include areas such as travel and tourism, second or vacation
homes, and higher education.5

Vermont’s connections—historical and current—manifest themselves in the movement of
people between Vermont and the Boston Metropolitan Statistical Area, as well as between
Vermont and Massachusetts in general—although the data are somewhat “old.”
o

For example from calendar year 2009 to 2010, IRS statistics indicate that 1,517
Vermont residents moved from Vermont to Massachusetts—including 642 of those
out-migrants locating in the Boston MSA.

o

Conversely and from calendar year 2009 to 2010, IRS statistics also show that a
total of 1,551 in-migrants to Vermont came from the state of Massachusetts—with
646 of those in-migrants moving to Vermont from the Boston MSA.

o

This relatively even in-migration and out-migration was not always the case.
During the 2005-2007 period, Vermont had a significant net in-migration gain
versus Massachusetts. While with respect to the Boston MSA since 2005,
Vermont’s net migration generally fluctuates year-to-year.

o

Another source of in-migration, albeit for somewhat temporary residents, is the
large number of Massachusetts residents that attend Vermont higher education
institutions. Massachusetts students rank as the most frequent out-of-state
enrollees in Vermont’s public university and State Colleges System.

With respect to tourism, and the residents from Massachusetts and residents from the
Boston metro area are among the state of Vermont’s most frequent visitors—providing a
significant economic driver to the Vermont economy.
o

Statistics from the Vermont Department of Tourism and Marketing indicate that in
calendar year 2011, a total of 1.3 million visitors came from the State of
Massachusetts, spending approximately $142 each during each visit. About
350,000 of those Massachusetts visitors were from the Boston-area.

o

Approximately 17% of all skiers and riders from out-of-state that visit Vermont ski
resorts are from Massachusetts. Vermont ski areas are tuned into this relationship,
and the Vermont Ski Area Association reports that Boston MSA is one of the most
aggressively pursued metropolitan commercial market for resort’s marketing
campaigns.

5

A recent joint study by the Brookings Institution and JP Morgan Chase under their Global Cities Initiative
also offers some hope that there will be inter-metro area trade data sometime in the future. However, the
study was not timely enough for detailed data mining for inclusion in the Fall 2013 NEEP conference theme
in this regard.
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o



There are a large number of out-of-state residents that own some form of a secondhome in Vermont. Of those second home owners in Vermont, a total of 19.7% are
residents of the state of Massachusetts. That corresponds to the second highest rate
of second home ownership in the state of Vermont—trailing only the state of
Connecticut (24.6%) in terms of the largest percentage of second home owners’
place of primary residence among the other 48 states.

While there is no doubt a significant connection between the Boston MSA and Vermont,
the state of Vermont perhaps shares a somewhat more interconnected commercial
relationship with Montreal and the province of Quebec as a whole.
o

In 2012, Vermont exported $1.3 billion of merchandise to Quebec and imported
$2.9 billion—but that was the conference theme for a previous NEEP outlook
forecast (see the Spring 2011 NEEP Outlook Update, pages 236-239).

The Vermont Situation:
The state of Vermont itself continued to make modest recovery progress over the first nine months
of calendar year 2013, despite the uncertainty regarding the Federal fiscal policy issues and the
overall global economic slowdown—particularly in Europe and some parts of Asia. Through
August, the state has recovered roughly 12,800 of the 14,300 payroll jobs lost during the last
economic downturn—a rate of recapture of 89.5%—despite a number of well publicized layoff
announcements.6 However, the character of the State’s labor market recovery has been uneven,
following a well-worn up-and-down pattern. In each case, whether the state was on the upside or
the downside of this uneven pattern, it appears that economic conditions were not as positive (when
on the upside of the pattern) or not as poor (when on the downside of the pattern) as the labor
market reading was indicating.
The latest state data available from August 2013 shows Vermont’s year-over-year job change
performance ranked second highest in New England and 26th among the 50 states. Vermont
gained payroll jobs at the rate of 1.5% (on a year-over-year basis). The state’s 1.3% year-over-year
gain in private sector payroll jobs ranked Vermont 34th nationally in year-over-year job change.
Out of the New England region, Vermont’s ranking for year-over-year total private sector payroll
employment change was only below the states of Massachusetts and Maine.
Analyzing Vermont’s employment situation on a sector basis, the year-over-year job change
figures show that the state’s best performance over the last year came in the professional and
business services sector with job addition of over +4.1% change. Compared to the other 49 states,
Vermont’s growth in professional and business services sector ranked tenth in the U.S. and second
in the New England region. However, the state’s Government sector’s total employment grew by
2.3% over the past year, which ranked Vermont third highest among the 50 states and highest
among the six New England states.
The state also had a positive year-over-year job change performance in the leisure and hospitality
sector, at +2.6% versus August 2012, but the state ranked comparatively low on a state-by-state
basis for both the U.S. economy as a whole and in the New England regional economy.
6

This is consistent with the 78.0% job re-capture rate for the U.S. economy through August—despite
announcements of significant layoffs at IBM in Essex Junction, Revision Eyewear, Huber & Suhner, and
some other Vermont businesses.
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Manufacturing sector employment was 0.9% higher than a year ago and ranked 16th in the nation
and 2nd in New England for growth despite the recent IBM layoffs that were included in
employment statistics by July 2013.

The Vermont Economic Outlook
The Vermont near-term economic outlook, which is based on the Moody’s Analytics’ national
forecast, includes a Vermont economy that will follow a similar path to the U.S. economy’s
progression throughout the calendar year 2013-2017 period. Looking at the major macro variables,
the updated forecast calls for the current state economic upturn to proceed along a modest
recovery/expansion path for real output (as measured by Gross State Product or GSP), for inflationadjusted or real personal income, and for its labor market recovery. This restrained rate of
recovery in Vermont is an artifact of the less than average rate of output, income, and job decline
for the Vermont economy during the “Great Recession” relative to its U.S. and New England
counterparts.
In terms of Vermont’s key economic variables, the forecast for Vermont expects an annualized
1.3% increase in output for all of calendar year 2013. Calendar year 2014’s output is then expected
to follow a more normal 3.1% annual rate of increase, subsequently leading to a 4.1% rate of
growth for calendar year 2015. For calendar year 2016, GSP growth is expected to pull back,
increasing at a 2.7% annual rate, while GSP growth in 2017 is expected to register an increase, but
a somewhat more restrained 2.1% annual rate as the economy slows in the final year of the fiveyear forecast time horizon. The rate of payroll job growth is expected to be 1.0% in calendar year
2013, followed by increases of 0.9% in calendar year 2014 and 2.1% in calendar year 2015. The
rate of payroll job additions is expected to fall back slightly to 1.6% in calendar year 2016. Payroll
job growth then is expected to tail off to a 1.1% annual rate of increase in calendar year 2017.
Nominal dollar personal income is expected to post a performance similar to GSP and employment
growth, ballooning in the initial years of the forecast horizon then tapering off to a more restrained
level of growth. For calendar year 2013, nominal dollar personal income is expected to increase by
3.0%, followed by increases of 5.4% in calendar year 2014, with Personal Income growth peaking
in 2015 at 6.2%. The final two years of the forecast horizon show this metric steadily declining, at
5.9% growth in 2016 and 4.6% growth in 2017. The state’s unemployment rate is expected to
continue to perform consistently superior to U.S. unemployment rates throughout the calendar year
2013–2017 forecast timeline. The Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA) Housing Price Index
for Vermont is also expected to post a more modest and restrained rate of increase in this forecast
timeline than in previous analyses, reflecting the mid-2013 slowdown and the resulting effect on
employment and personal wealth.
Although the state’s economic performance is expected to be moderately positive over the calendar
year 2013-2017 period, the forecast for Vermont also expects that labor market conditions will
remain “tight” throughout the state and there will be a modest recovery in housing prices in the
Vermont housing market. The state’s annual average unemployment rate is expected to fall
through the forecast period, registering a 4.2% annual rate for calendar year 2013 and a 4.2%
annual average in calendar year 2014, and then declining to a 4.0% annual average in calendar year
2015, a 3.8% annual average in calendar year 2016, and a 3.7% annual average unemployment rate
in calendar year 2017. This forecast, if achieved, would result in a Vermont unemployment rate at
the end of calendar year 2017 being a full 2.3 percentage points below the forecasted U.S.
unemployment rate and 1.9 percentage points below the forecasted New England average
unemployment rate.
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Positive job gains are expected in seven of the state’s eight private sector NAICS supersectors7
according to the Fall 2013 NEEP macro forecast revision. The government NAICS supersector is
not expected to add jobs overall during the forecast period, and the manufacturing NAICS
supersector is expected to be flat over the forecast period. Among the notable gaining sectors are
the construction sector (at a +4.3% annual average over the calendar year 2013-2017 period) and
the leisure and hospitality sector (at a +2.9% annual average over the calendar year 2013-2017
period). Although the construction sector is actually expected to post a small year-over-year job
decline in calendar year 2013 and be somewhat subdued versus the other New England states (an
artifact of the Irene recovery effort), the construction sector will add jobs over the 2014-2017 time
frame. Other positive performances over the forecast period are also expected in the professional
and business services sector (at a +2.6% annual average over the calendar year 2013-2017 period)
and the education and health sector (at a +2.0% annual average over the calendar year 2013-2017
period).
Turning to the state’s housing market recovery, the forecast for Vermont expects there will be
improvement in sales and construction activity in the Vermont housing market, but these
improvements will occur at a historically restrained pace. According to the FHFA Price Index, the
prices in Vermont reached the anticipated turning point in the third quarter of calendar year 2012,
when the index began to report a sustained increase in value. Having reached a “bottom” in the
market, housing prices are expected to continue recovering, with more consistently positive
movement. This forecast update calls for prices to realize the following schedule of annual
increases: 0.7% increase in calendar year 2013, 1.5% increase in calendar year 2014, 2.1% increase
in calendar year 2015, 2.9% increase in calendar year 2016, and a 3.8% increase in calendar year
2017. While the Vermont housing price performance has been superior to the U.S. and New
England averages over the calendar year 2008 to calendar year 2012 time frame, the more
restrained housing price growth in Vermont over the calendar year 2013 through 2017 time frame
is expected given the fact that Vermont housing prices as measured by the FHFA index did not
experience nearly the rate of housing price decline as what was experienced by many other states,
as well as relative to the New England and U.S. averages during the deep recession in the housing
market. Moreover, it is highly uncertain whether or not other markets will experience as sharp a
bounce-back as is expected in the forecast—given the still very tight credit available for the
housing market.
NEEP Fall 2013 Conference Theme: Importance of the Boston Economy to Vermont
The conference theme of this NEEP outlook update emphasizes the economic role of the city of
Boston in the New England region. The Boston-area economy is a clear regional driver, and the
state of Vermont shares several significant links with the city and its surrounding metropolitan
area. While it may be true that Vermont is not as dependent on the Boston metro area as some of
the other states in New England—and given its relatively remote location and the ready access
Vermonter’s enjoy to the Montreal and Quebec markets8—it nevertheless appears to remain an
important secondary economic driver. There is no doubt however that Boston has a major
influence on Vermont demographics, tourism and economy as a whole.

7

NAICS means North American Industry Classification System. Labor data reported by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics is classified by NAICS sector. Public and private reporting agencies follow this paradigm.
8
Not to mention Vermont’s vastly improved transportation links to New York City.
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An interesting in-migration/out-migration trend has evolved over the years between residents of
Vermont and the Boston Metropolitan Statistical Area9 (MSA), as well as between Vermont and
Massachusetts in general. According to Internal Revenue Service income tax return filings 10, from
calendar year 2009 to 2010 (the most recent data available), a total of 1,517 out-migrants moved
from Vermont to Massachusetts, with 642 of those Vermont out-migrants listing their new place of
residence in Massachusetts inside the Boston MSA (corresponding to 42.3% of Vermont to
Massachusetts out-migration). This out-migration of Vermonters to the Boston area was also
approximately 2.8% of total migration out of Vermont to other United States destinations during
that year. There is no other MSA in the country that attracted more Vermont residents during that
period. Furthermore, Massachusetts comes only after New Hampshire as the destination state for
the most Vermont out-migrants.
Looking at trends going the opposite direction in calendar year 2010, there were a total of 1,551 inmigrants to Vermont that year, from those who had lived in in the State of Massachusetts prior to
emigrating for Vermont. Of those in-migrants to Vermont, 646 came from the Boston MSA,
accounting for 41.6% of the total Massachusetts to Vermont flow. Overall in the calendar year
2009-2010 period, the IRS data shows that Vermont experienced a net gain of 34 residents from the
state of Massachusetts—making this an essentially breakeven situation. The same was true for the
state of Vermont for the greater Boston area, where the net gain was essentially flat, totaling 4
residents from Boston moving to the state of Vermont.
This essentially breakeven in-migration/out-migration trend between Massachusetts and the Boston
MSA has not always been the case. Vermont enjoyed a positive net gain over Massachusetts from
calendar year 2005-2007. Since, there has been some back-and-forth with migration-based
population changes going both ways, with Vermont experiencing net losses in calendar year 2008
and calendar year 2009. The migration relationship between Vermont and Boston has been a little
more erratic. In 2005 Vermont enjoyed a net gain of over 200 people moving out of the Boston
area. That quickly dropped to a marginal net loss in calendar year 2006, and has gone back and
forth year-by-year ever since.
Considering the migration data and unemployment rates, it is a fairly safe conclusion that the
Vermont and Boston economies are closely interconnected, reacting similarly to shocks in both the
national and regional economies. A simple comparison of macroeconomic trends reveals a
macroeconomic connection between Boston and Vermont, but there are also more measurable
indicators. Tourism, for example, has always been a component of Vermont’s economic base, and
residents from Massachusetts and the Boston-area specifically are among Vermont’s “best” source
of visitors. In calendar year 2011, for example, it was estimated that 1.3 million visitors to
Vermont travelled to the state from Massachusetts; spending approximately $184 million during
their visits. That breaks down to about $142 per visitor per visit. From the Boston area
specifically, it was estimated that about 350,000 people visited Vermont during calendar year
2011.11

The Boston MSA is defined by the Department of Commerce’s Bureau of Economic Analysis as consisting
of Essex, Middlesex, Norfolk, Plymouth, and Suffolk counties in Massachusetts and Rockingham and
Strafford counties in New Hampshire.
10
The IRS lists the number of returns filed and exemptions listed. EPR uses the number of exemptions as the
number of migrants.
11
This is a rough estimate by EPR that is derived from the Vermont Department of Tourism’s Travel
Planning Website and the 2011 National Tourism Survey. The 350,000 estimate is based on a number of
9
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Another indication of the close relationship between the two states is the number of Massachusetts
residents who own an additional home in Vermont, most often a vacation home. According to a
2010 Vermont Second Home Owner Survey conducted by the Portland Research Group/Economic
& Policy Resources, Inc. for the Vermont Department of Tourism and Marketing, a total of 19.7%
of all Vermont second homeowners who listed another state or country as their primary residence
listed that primary residence as the state of Massachusetts. This was second only to Connecticut,
which accounted for 24.6% of the state’s second home owners.
Similarly, a big tourism draw to Vermont for out-of-state residents has always been the abundance
and quality of the ski resorts. According to the Vermont Ski Areas Association, approximately
17% of all skiers and riders that visit a mountain in Vermont are from Massachusetts.
Furthermore, about 80 percent of the out-of-state market come from the tri-state area, and Boston
was listed as the most populous and proximate metropolitan band of skiers and riders within the
region.
While Vermont enjoys a solid bond with Boston, it perhaps shares a more interconnected
commercial relationship with Montreal and the province of Quebec as a whole. Certainly the
strong historical and cultural ties to the French-Canadian city and province aid the economic
relationship, as well as the proximity. In 2012, Vermont shipped $1.3 billion worth of merchandise
exports (4.8% of Vermont State GDP) to Quebec. Likewise, Vermont imported $2.9 billion worth
of merchandise from the Province of Quebec in 201212—but that was the conference theme for a
previous NEEP outlook forecast (see the Spring 2011 NEEP Outlook Update, pages 236-239).
Taking both the Quebec region and New England region together, Montreal and Boston are the two
most important metro areas for the state of Vermont (outside, of course, of the state’s own metro
area). Acknowledging this, Governor Peter Shumlin has been leading the way in efforts to improve
transportation going both north and south. In 2012, Governor Shumlin announced the development
and launch of the 138-mile Vermont-Quebec Electric Vehicle Charging Corridor, a pioneering
electric vehicle regional infrastructure project. Vermont was also recently the recipient of an $8.9
million federal grant to rehabilitate railroad track along the Western Corridor, which is part of a
broader $18.5 million rail project to reduce shipping costs and increase speed.13
These future developments are critical, since other than car travel via the interstate highway
system, there are few accessible travel options to get from Vermont to Boston. Neither Burlington
International Airport nor Amtrak currently have direct passenger service to Boston, so any
improvement to transportation options in the New England and Northeast corridor would be
significant progress toward the goal of increasing the already important relationship between
Boston and Vermont. Megabus and Greyhound both offer options via passenger bus, while
Rutland-Southern Vermont Regional Airport offers daily flights from Rutland to Boston. There is
an obvious need for an infrastructure expansion in the region, especially one that could better
connect Vermonters to Boston.

visitors that is very likely to be lower than the actual number of visitors from the area, considering that
visitors who live closer to a vacation destination will be less likely to consult a travel planning website.
12
Source: The Official Statistics Bureau of Canada - StatCan
13
Press release: http://governor.vermont.gov/newsroom-gov-shumlin-adm-szabo-announce-TIGER-9-2013
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